
Shuttle XPC SB86i delivers standards 
based innovation

This pioneering small form factor barebone sets a 
new standard for affordable silent computers

(Taipei, Taiwan — November 15, 2004) Shuttle Inc, the leading designer 
and manufacturer of small form factor (SFF) computers and accessories, 
today introduces the XPC SB86i, the first commercial application of the 
pico-BTX design specification. The latest in a long line of market and in-
dustry firsts for Shuttle, the XPC SB86i once again resets the bar for performance, style and value 
in the highly competitive home, SOHO and business desktop market segments.

“Shuttle’s reputation for design excellence and build quality is unmatched,” said CK Hung, CEO, 
Shuttle. “With XPC SB86i, Shuttle has once again reset the bar for mainstream integration, build 
quality and value.”

Built around the Intel® 915G + ICH6-R chipset, the Shuttle XPC SB86i delivers affordable, perfor-
mance-based computing to the market segments where it’s needed most. With Intel® Pentium® 4 
processor compatibility, and performance-enhanced Intel® Graphics Media Accelerator 900 (the 
only integrated solution to support Microsoft® DirectX® 9) and x16 PCI Express graphics cards, this 
fantastic barebone computer offers unprecedented power and value.

Enclosed in a fresh-look chassis, the “i”, this model uses standardized, recyclable materials to de-
liver superior structural integrity, as well as “Super Quiet” operation. Designed to conform to es-
tablished industry standards, the XPC SB86i provides new levels of scalability through support for 
standardized components, such as PSUs, heatsinks and motherboards. 
 
The XPC SB86i is expected to be available before the end of the year.
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#######
For more information on Shuttle’s industry-leading SFF XPCs and XPC Accessories, send mail to shuttlenews@tw.
shuttle.com.

About Shuttle
Established 1983, Shuttle Inc (TAIEX 2405) is the leading designer and manufacturer of small form factor (SFF) com-
puters and accessories. Shuttle produced the first commercially-successful SFF computer and continues to define the 
segment with its benchmark XPC product line. All copyrighted and trademarked names referred to above are the sole 
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